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Claas Reiss presents ‘Work’ by Copenhagen based artist Magnus Frederik Clausen
***
‘Magnus Frederik Clausen’s work pushes the boundaries of painting as a medium and summons
a new materiality of this practice. Processual, embodied, post-performative, and conceived in an
economy of exchanges linked to the context of the first third of the 21st century, his oeuvre opens an
active critical space. From a selection of recent works and some of his interviews, we will see that much
of what he engages in is thinking about painting inaction, for an ecology and an epistemology of the
latter, today, in a network. ...
Delegating the making to another is a recurrent studio practice, from Rubens to Jeff Koons. However,
in the era of the guilds and the artist-artisan, copying was the rule. It was mainly a matter of copying
the master’s style. Moreover, apprentices or assistants only produced sections. When one thinks of
conceptual art, from Lazlo Moholy Nagy’s Telephon Bilder (1923) to all the production practices
that are not “from the hand of the artist,” the question remains that of production, of the death of
the author/creator, of the series and of art without a trace of affect or brushstrokes. For the clock
paintings, Clausen provided general instructions and left all of the makers/executors to interpret them
in their own way. He didn’t only delegate the production/execution but also the choice of details
and especially the style: the finish fetish. Variability is the order of the day. If Clausen chooses the
format, brushes, colours, and the duration of the making, he leaves the freedom of style to the maker/
executor. This frames the creative act and poses the division of labor in a different way. The style or
way of doing is left to the assistant, taste and choice is left to the artist. Now, is this a non-homologous
style? Chaotic? Alternative? Taste remains the artistic variable. But it is complex and difficult to define
or transmit, moreover it changes according to Clausen’s mood. It is a little as though the undertaking
were akin to a laboratory experiment to determine what would remain intrinsically of the creator’s
share in the creative process: the coefficient of art. Value takes up position on the side of what is not
(yet) delegable/transmissible. This alters considerably the notion of style as singular element and
material signature, while turning over the Duchampian proposal of not ‘having anything to do with
taste.’ Here, it is a taste, but without style.’
(From yet unreleased ‘Magnus Frederik Clausen: Painting in Exformation Times’ by curator and writer
Marie de Brugerolle).
***

‘Work’ by Copenhagen based Magnus Frederik Clausen at Claas Reiss is Clausen’s first solo show in
the UK and forms part of three separate solo presentations of his recent clock painting work group, all
titled ‘Work’, at C.C.C. (Copenhagen), Claas Reiss and Braunsfelder (Cologne) during 2022.
The exhibition is accompanied by Magnus Frederik Clausen in conversation with Prof. Dr. Michael
Schmidt about his current body of work’s similarities to music and the relationship between composer,
conductor and orchestra, also drawing parallels to the musical processes of John Cage, Johann
Sebastian Bach or Duke Ellington. The full conversation can be found here.
Schmidt is a musicologist and coordinator of the BR-KLASSIK program at Bayerischer Rundfunk and
currently teaches at the Munich University of Music and Performing Arts and at the European Graduate
School. He is particularly interested in the development and research of multimedia communication of
music. His academic activities include numerous publications on music and media topics and he has
held lectureships at various institutions in Germany and beyond.
Jordan Derrien and émergent magazine kindly gave permission to reproduce the recent interview with
the artist in May 2022 (click here for the original version).
Clausen’s recent and upcoming solo/duo exhibitions include Braunsfelder, Cologne (forthcoming
2022), Freddy Gallery (with Mads Lindberg), Harris (2022), C.C.C., Copenhagen (2022), Rinomina
(with Claus Haxholm), Paris (2021), Spazio Orr (with David Ostrowski), Brescia (2021), AGA Works/
Tørreloft (with Sónia Almeida), Copenhagen (2020), The Uffizi (with Mads Lindberg), NY (2020),
CGK, Copenhagen (2018), Magasin Lotus, Copenhagen (2018), JIR SANDEL, Copenhagen (2018),
Matèria Gallery (with Giulia Marchi), Rome (2018), Years, Copenhagen (2015), Palazzo Lucarini,
Trevi (2014). Group exhibitions and film screenings include Haus Wien, Vienna (2021), Art Sonje
Center, Seoul (2021), Kunsthal Aarhus, Århus (2021), Copenhagen Contemporary, Copenhagen
(2019), Heine Onstad Art Center, Høvikodden (2018), Kunsthal Charlottenborg, Copenhagen
(2016), Ringsted galleriet, Ringsted (2016), 56th Venice biennale collateral events, Venice (2015),
Bruch & Dallas, Cologne (2015), Luma, Arles (2015), Kunstraum, London (2014), Accademia di
Romania, Rome (2012), Arti, Amsterdam (2011), Kenya International Film Festival, Nairobi (2011),
Traneudstillingen (with TTC), Hellerup (2011), Maison du Danemark, Paris (2010), Berlin International
Film Festival, Berlin (2010).
He also curator and co-founder of Jir Sandel in Copenhagen, editor and contributor of various art
publications, and recipient of the prestigious Niels Wessel Bagges Kunstfond honorary (2020) and
Danish Arts Foundation grants (2021, 2019, 2018, 2017).
Clausen lives and works in Copenhagen, Denmark.
***
For further information please visit www.claasreiss.com, email info@claasreiss.com or call +44 7769
566 922. Please follow us on @claasreiss and @projektraumlondon_new. Normal gallery opening
hours during exhibitions are Wed to Fri 10am - 6pm, Sat 12:00pm - 6:00pm and by appointment.

Magnus Frederik Clausen in conversation with Michael Schmidt for
‘Work’ at Claas Reiss
***
The exhibition is accompanied by Magnus Frederik Clausen in conversation with Prof. Dr. Michael
Schmidt about his current body of work’s similarities to music and the relationship between composer,
conductor and orchestra, drawing parallels to the musical processes of John Cage, Johann Sebastian
Bach or Duke Ellington.
Schmidt is a musicologist and coordinator of the BR-KLASSIK program at Bayerischer Rundfunk and
currently teaches at the Munich University of Music and Performing Arts and at the European Graduate
School. He is particularly interested in the development and research of multimedia communication of
music. His academic activities include numerous publications on music and media topics and he has
held lectureships at various institutions in Germany and beyond.
MFC: I am happy to have this talk with you, Michael, and to explore how your musical knowledge
connects with my current research on painting. In my eyes, the body of work I am doing at the moment
has several similarities with music in the way it is structured. But before going into this, I should probably
describe how the paintings are created.
I make the paintings in my studio with the help of different assistants. I start by preparing canvases of
various sizes and materials. Some are primed, others not. Then, next to each canvas, I place a specific
brush, a specific type of paint and a piece of paper with a given time unit written with a pencil. The
time unit could either depict an analogue or a digital clock. I then ask my assistants to translate the
clock from the piece of paper to the canvas using the brush and the paint I have previously selected.
In this process I often thought of the papers as a kind of score, since they are not properly a sketch, but
rather a piece of information that the assistant has to interpret and recreate on the canvas.
MS: Interesting parallel. There is also an intention of letting go, where you make some crucial choices
regarding the painting’s creation, but then, in the end, lose control and give free space to the assistant.
MFC: It’s a balance between losing and regaining control. During the act of painting, I sometimes
give the assistants instructions, such as limiting the time they have to paint, which hand they have to
paint with, or the placement and size of the time unit on the canvas. Other times I let them decide it all.
I often feel like a conductor before his orchestra and I am intrigued by the relationship between these
two parties. Could you please elaborate on that?
MS: In traditional Western art music, the conductor works with a score by a composer, e.g. the
Symphony No. 5 by Beethoven, and an orchestra performs it. The role of the conductor is to realise
the composer’s vision of the score through his interpretation. Each variation is unique: faster, slower,
louder, softer and so on. On the other hand, the space of freedom for the musicians in the orchestra is
quite small because they have to follow the conductor’s will.

The second case is the solo work, e.g. one of Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas performed by a pianist. There
is no conductor here, and the soloist is free to follow his own interpretation. This is why philosopher
Roman Ingarden said that a score is a so-called ‘intentional object’. It means that the score contains
specific directives, but is open to endless variations as the interpreter must complete it with his ideas
or feelings.
A third case is improvisation in jazz music, where we can have many different settings. One is the
soloist improvising on a well-known melody. Another is a trio or quartet improvising together. We can
also have a dominant musician like Miles Davis, a kind of a conductor giving his band the primary
impulses for improvisation.
MFC: Your last example sounds like the one closest to my process. While I don’t claim to be Miles
Davis, or Beethoven, for that matter. I have a group of assistants to whom I give specific directives and
a certain space for action. Even if the main motive comes from me, at one point I take a step back and
let the assistant become a co-creator and allow their impulses to influence the work.
MS: This method makes me think of Music of Changes by John Cage from 1951. It’s the first work in the
history of Western music whose form is exclusively the result of chance operation. The title comes from
the Chinese text I Ching, also called the “Book of Changes”, a symbol system used to identify order in
chance events. For Cage, this book became a perfect tool to create chance-controlled compositions:
he would ask the book questions about various aspects of the composition, and use the answers to
compose. It’s a very intuitive solo piano score that gives a lot of space for the performer to be a cocreator.
This is even more valid in Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra from 1957-58, an open modular
piece with no conventional rules or restrictions. Cage’s intention in this concert was to hold together
extreme disparities. Both specific directives and specific freedoms are given to each player, including
the pianist and the conductor. The conductor, by his gestures, represents a chronometer of variable
speed. The pianist is free to play any elements of his choice, wholly or in part and in any sequence.
The orchestral accompaniment may involve any number of players on more or fewer instruments, and
a given performance may be extended or shortened in length.
We can say that John Cage is the initiator of a musical process with an open horizon. The final piece
contains much more than his own creative expression. In a way, Cage denied not only any construction
or method, but also intention and subjectivity.
MFC: The most exciting aspect of this project for me is the possibility of skipping the action of painting,
stepping back, and observing my works being created. This distance gives me a clearer view, free
from the sentimental blurriness I sometimes feel when I paint myself. I find it much easier to see whether
there is the quality I’m looking for in the painting that is being created in front of me by another person’s
hand. Sometimes I intervene with new instructions midway and even ask the assistant to wipe the
canvas out and do it all again. I guess it can all be traced back to an attempt to dissect the whole
painting process.

MS: Or maybe just work within the painting framework in a less limited way? Going back to the
parallel with the score, it’s worth mentioning that it hasn’t always been so fixed and rigid as we know it
today. The scores by Johann Sebastian Bach, who is widely considered a master of Western classical
art music, are based on specific melodic forms, but the pitch register or even the instrumentation are
not given. This means that they can equally be performed by a piano soloist, or a string quartet,
or an orchestra: one music piece, many possible outcomes. The same is valid for a lot of Baroque
music, where parameters such as time duration and intensity were not so important and therefore not
specified on the music sheet.
It was first in the Viennese classical period, when concerts and dancing became a hugely important
aspect of life and culture, that musical notation started looking and functioning similarly to how it
is now. And in the Twentieth century we come to an almost geometric level of organisation with
composers such as Karlheinz Stockhausen and his serial music pieces. In this sense, Stockhausen and
Cage are two opposite poles: the first is for total control and the second for openness and chance.
MFC: Yes, and there is no right or wrong. It’s a matter of becoming aware of the system you work
within. With the clock paintings, I realised that I’m not interested in the one-to-one realisation of the
paper drawing, but rather in creating a setting where there is space for chance and surprise.
I have also been thinking that my ‘score’ could be anything else other than time units: it could be
a word, an image, a drawing, and the end result would be the same for me. I have even started
to explore whether the assistant can become ‘me’, that is, I instruct one assistant to take my role in
conducting the others. Then I leave the studio, and when I come back the following day, there are a
lot of paintings I have to sort out: certain ones are finished and ready to be shown, other ones need
another round, and so on.
MS: I can see a fundamental aspect at play here: taste. You offer the assistants freedom to operate,
but the final word about what is a good painting is yours. You are the judge of your own work...
MFC: Yes. And here lies the most significant difference between the assistants and me. It was difficult
for them to accept that one of their paintings got painted over. I had to tell them that it doesn’t matter
if one of their works isn’t finished right away. Some paintings just take longer. The assistant might not
have completed the painting today, but they still added something to it that will matter in the end. All
information added to the canvas has a say in the final painting.
MS: Nothing disappears. It’s a process of transformation, or accumulation, of information.
MFC: Exactly. And because the painting’s motive in itself is quite simple, all these layers of information
have a considerable weight in why and when the painting eventually is - in my opinion - good and
ready to go. Maybe it’s precisely because a painting was painted over multiple times that it becomes
good, or interests me the most.
MS: What you tell me makes me think of the old painting schools from the Renaissance, with the
master that sets the agenda and the apprentices that begin with copying sketches and will end with
producing works in their own name.

MFC: What has struck me most about working with assistants for the first time in my career is that I can
give them instructions and explain my point of view, but I cannot teach them my taste. So far this has
been impossible to capture and formalise.
MS: On the one hand, your way of instructing and supporting the assistants makes me think of
Duke Ellington. While he was a brilliant pianist, he generally preferred conducting and regarded
the band rather than the piano as his primary instrument. At the 1956 Newport Jazz Festival, picking
up on the energy of the solo played by the saxophonist Paul Gonsalves, Ellington began to shout his
encouragement to Gonsalves, who ended up playing 27 choruses in a row. I find the same kind of
trust and enthusiasm in the collaborative aspect of this project.
On the other hand, you act almost like a sound engineer, balancing and adjusting sound sources
and outputs. When a sound engineer is working on a recording, his responsibility doesn’t end with
the act of recording the performance. Like a sound engineer, you are in charge of editing, mixing and
mastering the tracks (the paintings) so they present the best consistency with your own artistic vision.
MFC: I have often thought of this project as an equaliser with many different buttons I can turn on and
off. The more buttons I have, the more factors are at play. But I can also decide to switch all buttons off
and only press the one called ‘brush size’, or ‘communication between the assistant and me’, and so
on. Basically, I make the rules and then decide whether to use them or not!
MS: At the end of the day, your whole project is a quest for an epiphany. Generally, the term
refers to scientific breakthroughs or spiritual discoveries, but it can also be used to describe those
musical experiences which can provide a sudden realisation of one’s fullest potential, almost like an
understanding of the heart. Duke Ellington described the 1956 Newport Jazz Festival as his ‘second
birth’. Maybe you have planted a seed for your artistic epiphany!
(The transcript of the conversation has been reviewed and edited by Copenhagen based curator and
writer Paola Paleari and Daniel Graham Loxton)

Interview of Magnus Frederik Clausen with London based artist Jordan Derrien for
émergent magazine in May 2022 (click here for the original version)

JD: To me, your choice of exclusively showing paintings in a group exhibition is interesting. How
important is the medium in relation to this exhibition?

***

MFC: Even if the paintings were what was more obviously labelled as “art” before entering the
gallery, the exhibition was rather a whole big installation consisting of different materials. It addressed
the relationship between the paintings, the space and all the other things in between, in the line of
what Kippenberger once said, “Simply to hang a painting on a wall and say that its art is dreadful.
The whole network is important! Even spaghetti.... When you say art, then everything possible belongs
to it. In a gallery that is also the floor, the architecture, the colour of the walls.” I see Landscape
Modern Oil Painting Canvas Painting Abstract Oil Painting Wall Hanging as a natural expansion of
my work with the medium. Organising exhibitions like this comes from a strong interest in painting and
a curiosity to examine painting under different lights.

Magnus Frederik Clausen in conversation with Jordan Derrien
Magnus Frederik Clausen is an artist whose practice has been questioning the medium of painting for
several years. His work, sometimes hidden or covered, reconsiders the place of the commodity and
its related display. More recently, he started delegating the making of his paintings. In his essay “On
the network of painting and its activation”, he comes across painting’s performative aspect, sharing
a real-life experience with a work by Anne Fellner. Last summer, when I invited him to Vienna for the
exhibition Hetton Lawn, he took my work off the wall and looked at it from the back. A gesture that
makes sense in light of this conversation.
Jordan Derrien: Who is painting?
Magnus Frederik Clausen: I recently started to step back from the act of painting and observe
others paint my pictures. Becoming the audience of my work provides me with a different kind of
space to observe painting during its execution. I find myself in a position where I watch and criticise
my paintings while they are taking shape - something I am not able to do when I have the brush in
my hand.
JD: This sounds like an interesting approach. But before talking about it, I’d like to ask you to put a
couple of words on the group show Landscape Modern Oil Painting Canvas Painting Abstract Oil
Painting Wall Hanging, which you co-curated with Danish artist Mads Lindberg in 2017. The exhibition
is confusing and quite chaotic, with furniture, objects and artworks co-existing in the same space.
What was the main intention here?
MFC: For Landscape Modern Oil Painting Canvas Painting Abstract Oil Painting Wall Hanging, Mads
Lindberg and I took over a commercial gallery’s space and installed around a hundred paintings by
twenty-four artists together with furniture, electronics, handling materials, and storage elements. Only
a few artworks were displayed on the walls, while most of them remained wrapped and piled up.
Visitors could consult an inventory of works included in the show, and, in case they wished to see a
specific painting, the gallery owner took care of unpacking and displaying it for them. So the narrative
of the show changed along the duration of the exhibition, touching upon how we use and see a
painting in relation to its context, display mode and surroundings.
JD: What about the furniture, the different elements that were not “artworks”?
MFC: All the items that were not classified as paintings when entering the gallery space were
borrowed from a storage of used domestic objects. In the show, these objects were still stored in piles,
as they usually would be in their original context, with the addition that here they assumed the role of
creating the path through which the visitors should walk to experience the paintings. It was a kind of
“economic hack” that would eventually bring attention to these “unimportant” objects.

JD: I can definitely see some aspects of your work as a painter reflected in this show. Especially in
relation to the fact that “things usually hidden in the white-cube setting were brought to attention”, as
Paola Paleari wrote in the exhibition text. I would like to go further and say that things usually visible
in the white-cube become hidden here. A covering/uncovering process that appears in your practice
quite often, for example in your solo show Subheads at JIR SANDEL. Can you explain how, as a
painter, this exhibition became a sculptural installation?
MFC: The covering/uncovering procedure you mention originates from my pay-the-bills job as an
art handler. A common practice when shipping a large amount of artworks is to group them on pallets
and then wrap them in shrink film. It’s a fast and safe method that is convenient when short on time which is often the case in the arts world. Over the years, I have wrapped hundreds of works, seeing
them leaving for shows and fairs and then returning rewrapped. I started to think, why unwrap and
cover them again? Even if I cannot see it, the work is there and this is all I need to know. That became
the starting point for Subheads, where I hired a colleague to shrink-wrap my atelier’s entire content
(artworks, tools, books, forniture, etc.) into three large units placed on pallets. For me, it was important
that the wrapping phase was done by a professional technician rather than by myself, in order to
avoid it becoming a matter of sculptural or formal investigation.
JD: Both the solo show Subheads at JIR SANDEL and the duo show with Sonia Almeida Standard
Error(SE) at AGA Works show your painting practice through another angle. By hiding the expected
commodity in an exhibition context, they lead us to reflect on the fetishisation and value of the artwork
in the art market. It also questions a sort of activation of the painting in its performative aspect something that seems at stake in your recent series of paintings. How did the clock paintings start?
MFC: The idea behind the clock paintings came about when I had to teach my oldest son to read
the clock. I drew a series of clocks - both analogue and digital - in a sketchbook, and my son had to
translate each given clock to its adverse on the opposite page. So, if I wrote 12:35, he had to translate
that to an analogue clock, and the other way around. I’m a big fan of children’s creative output and
my son’s drawings are no exception. But beyond that, what struck me when we started the exercise
was that I could orchestrate the making of a picture within a simple system of translation. The following
day, we went to my studio and repeated the homework with paint on canvas. Since then, I have hired
several assistants to do the same. It’s been very inspiring to observe that, like different musicians would
play the same song differently, each person has their gestures, temperament and approach to the
project. The fact is: one of the reasons why I paint is that I love to look at paintings, and with this project,
I’m watching more paintings than ever before.

JD: To me, the clock works and the team of assistants are pretty much in line with Subheads and the art
handler you hired to wrap your studio. Does the anonymous method of the clock series give you the
possibility to avoid the matter of a painting investigation, the same way it did a sculpture investigation
for Subheads? Or, is it more about pushing the work’s boundaries and getting things out of your
control?
MFC: I have a feeling that what is taking place in my studio after I started this project with the clock
paintings is a much deeper systematic examination of painting than I have ever pursued before. The
involvement of the assistants helps me sharpen my investigation into painting. If I had to occupy myself
with compositional questions and how to treat the canvas, I wouldn’t observe the works in the same
way I do now. By stepping back from the canvas and giving the brush to somebody else, I become
the observer to my own work and I can see it much more clearly. Like it is always easier finding flaws
on other people than yourself...
At the same time, you’re right on the part about losing control. I think I am a control freak that loves
surprises. And the clock paintings give space for constant revelations within a relatively controlled
framework. It makes me think about the Danish painter Emanuel Ipsen’s text on the yellow tram ticket.
One day, he finds a yellow tram ticket in the gutter. He picks it up and brings it to his studio to reproduce
the sensation of the ticket laying there glittering, but can’t succeed in doing so. Even the most accurate
attempt cannot evoke the astonishment and freshness of his first encounter with the yellow ticket. A
lovely writing on a typical “painter’s problem”’. Both Asger Jorn and later Per Kirkeby have published
English translations of Ipsen’s text.
JD: It sounds like the clocks project revolves around playing with different outcomes, where the
experience of painting becomes more important than its appearance and visual effect. How would
you describe this transition from Subheads to now?
MFC: It is the result of constantly and consistently looking, daunting, reading and writing about
painting. Why I am so obsessed with the medium, I can’t say. I guess I have a strong love for it.
JD: In 2020, as part of your Master thesis in Philosophy, you carried on an experiment where you
swapped an artwork with the American/Swiss artist Anne Fellner. The idea was to bring Fellner’s
artwork with you everywhere you went, and explore how the different contexts and situations would
affect your experience of the work and its value. From March 2020 to January 2021, you basically
shared your daily life with the painting and challenged its existence. What was the main motive here?
How do you qualify this project?
MFC: I guess you can call it a road trip with a painting. A road trip that started in Berlin with me
figuring out how to come back to Denmark, which in the meanwhile had closed its borders due to the
first Covid lockdown... The main idea behind the project was to share my life with a painting I would
bring with me in all my daily doings, and to keep a diary about it. I carried Anne’s painting with me
to work, to lunch, going out for dinner, meeting with friends, etc.; all the while exploring the image
as an active object connected with the world around it. I had approached Anne, first of all because
I love her work and secondly since she struck me as a “proper painter”, that is, an artist who painted
landscapes, animals and still lives – and luckily, she agreed to swap one of her works for one of my
paintings.

The reason why I needed another artist’s work is that if I used one of my own paintings, the question
of when the painting was actually finished would constantly be open. I needed a painting that was
declared “art” from someone other than me. A special memory from my life with Scrumbly Gate is
when I took it on a dive. I love night snorkelling in the Copenhagen harbour, and at one point I started
to fantasise about how it would be to bring the painting with me - even if I knew saltwater would not
do any good to it. By using a simple construction made of bricks and strings, I installed Anne’s painting
free-floating at the bottom of the harbour at around 5-7m depth, and then I went for a long dive.
When I came back to the location of the painting, I had to dive down against the updraft to see it: a
simple but drastic change from how I usually would approach a painting on a wall. It was a beautiful
sight and a special sensation, with water and gravity providing a totally new setting for my encounter
with the painting.
JD: Reading the diary, I have the feeling that your notes on Fellner’s painting are more important than
the painting itself, especially when you start doing live drawings of it and, at the end, when you draw
the artwork by memory. There, it stops being an active object and is reduced to its experience. Did the
painting cease being a commodity at one point?
MFC: I still have Anne’s painting in my studio. It is wrapped up and protected now: the opposite
condition to when it was an active part of my everyday doings. During the experiment, indeed, the
meaning of the work became less and less connected to being “a painting by Anne Fellner”, and
more and more related to how it was activated during my activities and the sensations it evoked. But if
I choose to exhibit it or hang it at home, the picture will transfer back into its old clothes, and be again
an Anne Fellner’s painting on a wall somewhere. An image with more than one story to tell.
***
Jordan Derrien (b.1994) lives and works in London. Recent exhibitions include Galerie Anne Barrault,
Paris (2022), V.O curations, London (2022), FRAC Normandie Caen (2021), Palais des Beaux-arts,
Paris (2021), Haus Wien, Vienna (2021), ArtLacuna, London (2021), W, Pantin (2021), LAXART, Los
Angeles (2019), Media Naranja, Marseille (2018), Swimming Pool, Sofia (2018).

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Fireminutterito (Zoë)
2022
Oil on primed linen
60x49cm
GBP 2,600
Ref. CR-MFC01

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Halfpasttwelve (Benny)
2021
Acrylic on primed linen
211x150cm
GBP 7,500
Ref. CR-MFC02

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Sevenpastten (Nina)
2021
Acrylic and oil on primed polyester
45x86cm
GBP 2,900
Ref. CR-MFC03
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Enogtyveniogtredive (Nina)
2021
Acrylic on canvas
101x146cm
GBP 5,400
Ref. CR-MFC04

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Toitre (Nina)
2021
Oil on primed polyester
18x24cm
GBP 1,100
Ref. CR-MFC05

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A3
GBP 600
Ref. CR-MFC06

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Attennulnul (Noah)
2021
Acrylic on primed polyester
39x49cm
GBP 1,900
Ref. CR-MFC07
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Femtilsytten
2021
Pigment on canvas
101x146cm
GBP 5,400
Ref. CR-MFC08

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Quarterpastnine (Benny)
2021
Acrylic on found canvas
54x65cm
GBP 2,600
Ref. CR-MFC09

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Tentotwelve (Noah)
2021
Acrylic and collage on primed linen
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GBP 4,900
Ref. CR-MFC10

Magnus Frederik Clausen
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2022
Acrylic, enamel and oil on linen
20x26cm
GBP 1,200
Ref. CR-MFC11
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Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A4
GBP 500
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Untitled
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Paint and graphite on paper
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Untitled
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Paint and graphite on paper
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GBP 500
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Magnus Frederik Clausen
Tolvfemoghalvtres (Noah)
2022
Acrylic on canvas
45x86cm
GBP 2,900
Ref. CR-MFC15

Magnus Frederik Clausen
Twentysixpasttwelve (Zoë)
2022
Acrylic and oil on primed linen
40x60cm
GBP 2,200
Ref. CR-MFC16
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Acrylic and oil on primed polyester
45x86cm
GBP 2,900
Ref. CR-MFC03
4)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Enogtyveniogtredive (Nina)
2021
Acrylic on canvas
101x146cm
GBP 5,400
Ref. CR-MFC04

Tolvfemoghalvtres (Noah), 2022

5)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Toitre (Nina)
2021
Oil on primed polyester
18x24cm
GBP 1,100
Ref. CR-MFC05

6)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A3
GBP 600
Ref. CR-MFC06
7)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Attennulnul (Noah)
2021
Acrylic on primed polyester
39x49cm
GBP 1,900
Ref. CR-MFC07
8)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Femtilsytten
2021
Pigment on canvas
101x146cm
GBP 5,400
Ref. CR-MFC08
9)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Quarterpastnine (Benny)
2021
Acrylic on found canvas
54x65cm
GBP 2,600
Ref. CR-MFC09

Toitre (Nina), 2021

10)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Tentotwelve (Noah)
2021
Acrylic and collage on primed linen
87x139cm
GBP 4,900
Ref. CR-MFC10

11)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Syvfireogtredive (Zoë)
2022
Acrylic, enamel and oil on linen
20x26cm
GBP 1,200
Ref. CR-MFC11
12)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A4
GBP 500
Ref. CR-MFC12
13)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A4
GBP 500
Ref. CR-MFC13
14)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Untitled
2021
Paint and graphite on paper
A4
GBP 500
Ref. CR-MFC14

Halfpasttwelve (Benny), 2021

15)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Tolvfemoghalvtres (Noah)
2022
Acrylic on canvas
45x86cm
GBP 2,900
Ref. CR-MFC15

16)
Magnus Frederik Clausen
Twentysixpasttwelve (Zoë)
2022
Acrylic and oil on primed linen
40x60cm
GBP 2,200
Ref. CR-MFC16

Twentysixpasttwelve (Zoë), 2022
Prices exclude Danish value added tax of 5%
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